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WALKSCAPE NEW BELGRADE
We want to see the Maﬆerplan of New Belgrade Center through the cinematic eyes of Andreij Tarkovskij. The target of our
research is New Belgrade Center, exploring the urban world beyond the Moderniﬆ Maﬆerplan of 1962. Tarkovkijs ﬁlm „Stalker“
from 1979 with its main character gives us a valueable guide to explore the area in its complexity as it exiﬆs today. As the Stalker
in the Movie guides a Scientiﬆ and a Poet, both being sad about the conditions of the moderniﬆ world, into the area of a
myﬆerious „Zone“, where nature and decay has taken over and forces appear that cannot be underﬆood with rational reasons.
The Stalker mediates between the moderniﬆ world with its positive-functionaliﬆ notion of space and time and the
non-determined dimensions of waﬆelands, of abandoned places where rational planning makes no sense, where things are
happening by time and nature is taking over. To cut a long ﬆory short: the Stalker uncovers the blind spot appearing in the
Moderniﬆ City.
This dialectic underﬆanding of the Stalker scenario we use as a methodical tool to read the urban fabric of New Belgrade
Center in its exiﬆing complexity. In that sense we are intereﬆed in neglected places with non-determined function in the urban
fabric as well as illegal conﬆructions growing up between the high-rise concrete ﬆructures, or forms of social practices which
read the exiﬆing ﬆructures in a new diﬀerent way. Time and space in the „Zone“ of New Belgrade Center are ﬆructured
non-linear and the notions of atmospheres and situations is of exiﬆential importance for the passengers in this area. The
perception of the urban landscape and to experience of built environment by moving through the cityscape, walking is the key
note to our notion of built space. According to that we will give the ﬆudents an underﬆanding of practices like dérive, as known
from the Situationiﬆs, or walking as an aeﬆhetic practice like the artiﬆ Richard Long did, or the experience of seeing the urban
landscape as a ready-made artwork as proposed by Lucius Burckhardt in his so called „promenadology“.
After learning this practices and going out for one day for ﬁeld ﬆudies with the ﬆudents, we will reﬂect the walks in a ﬆudio day
and transfer the sensations into mind-map of the walks. This narration of the walked space will create a completely diﬀerent
reading of New Belgrade Center seeing the urban landscape with the cineaﬆic eyes of Tarkovskij by creating walkscapes.
SCHEDULE
The course could be held at the beginning of Summersemeﬆer 2015 (exact
date by coordination). The seminar is planned as a three days workshop with
about 20 ﬆudents and would be ﬆructured like following (exact format by
coordination):
Day 1 // on ﬁeld trip, documentation, mapping the tour and ﬁndings
Day 2 // ﬆudio workshop, order the ﬁndings, design topic, theoretical input
Day 3 // ﬁnalization of the map and documentation with ﬁnal presentation
VALUE FOR THE STUDENTS
Drifting with the ﬆudents through the moderniﬆ city should be seen as a
alternative research methodology. It is not about documenting and analyzing
exiﬆing architecture. The groups are goint to map what happens between the
urban fabric, how does it look like at the edges of the development and what
is going on behind the facade. Depending on the amount of ﬆudents, we will
prepare blank maps for the tour and topics we are looking at. Idealy the course
will be held in combination with a ﬆudio at the faculty which is also working
with ‚New Belgrade‘ upcoming summer, as a kind of introduction to the ﬆudio.
PRODUCTION
The outcome would be a reader, documenting the expedition through ‚New
Belgrade‘ with the tour and its ﬁndings and the focus on between rational and
irrational urban fabric. Perhaps this workshop could be a ﬁrﬆ ﬆep towards a
Student-Exchange Program with the Technical University of Munich in the
future.
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